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ABSTRACT 
The set of D-stable matrices is studied from a differentiable viewpoint, and some 
general properties of the set are obtained. We study also those 4 by 4 D-stable 
matrices A which have the property that A + tZ is D-stable for all t > 0. An example 
of a 4 by 4 D-stable matrix A without the property is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An n by n real matrix A is said to be (positive) stable provided each 
eigenvalue of A has positive real part. Let D, be the set of n by n diagonal 
matrices with positive diagonal entries. Then an n by n real matrix A is 
called D-stable if DA is stable for all D E 0,. In this paper we study 
geometrically the set of D-stable matrices, DS,, especially its boundary set. 
We consider the multiplicative group D,, as a transformation group on 
M,,, the set of n by n real matrices, with the action D,, X M,+M,, given by 
(D,A)t-+DA. Note that if detA#O, then the orbit of?, D,A={DAIqE 
D,, }, is ;I” o&ant of the n-dimensional linear subspace D,A = {DA 1 D E D”}, 
where D, is the set of n by n real diagonal matrices. Let V, = {A E M,(detA 
#O and A has at least one purely imaginary eigenvalue}. It is clear that a 
stable matrix A is D-stable if and only if the orbit D,,A does not intersect 
with V,,. Hence, if A belongs to the boundary of DS,, then the intersections 
of D,,A with V, can be removed by an arbitrarily small perturbation B EDS, 
of A, and if A is D-stable, intersections can be produced by a small invertible 
perturbation B @ DS,. 
The D-stable boundary points of DS, are analyzed in Sec. 3 using a 
transversality argument, and we get a system of simultaneous equations with 
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unknowns dH (the diagonal entries of D) and X E R (where iX is an eigenvalue 
of DA). In case n = 3, one can obtain an equality by eliminating h and the 
dii’s, and which is closely related to the previously known characterization of 
DS, [2,3]. Unfortunately, in case n > 3, the elimination seems to be very 
difficult. 
The boundary points of DS, which are not D-stable are studied in Sec. 4. 
In the last section, we characterize the set L = {A EDS,]A + tZ EDS, for 
any t > 0} in DS,, and give an example of the matrices in DS,\L, a negative 
solution of the research problem [7J 
Though there are a good many known results in the D-stability problem, 
only one of the necessary conditions will be of interest to us here. 
THEOREM 0 [8]. ZfA is D-stable, then all principal minors are rwnnega- 
tive and for each k at least one k by k principal minor is positive. 
NOTATION. Throughout this paper we shall use without further com- 
ment the following notation: 
(I) M,, D,, fi,,, V,, and DS,. 
(2) Z = Z,, = the n by n unit (or identity) matrix. 
(3) If X is a subset of a topological space, then 
dim X = dimension of X, 
int X = interior of X, 
cl X = closure of X, 
B(X) =boundary of X, 
B,(X)=B(X)\X, 
(4) If AEM,, then A is the submatrix of A obtained by 
removing the ii,. . . , j,,,th rows and k,, . . . , k,th columns from A. 
(5) Ail,....i=det(A[ ;:I::::;:]). 
2. DIFFERENTIARILITIES 
The set V, has a rather complicated structure. In fact, if n >3 it is not a 
manifold, and has singularities. 
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DEFINITION. We call A E V,, a reg&r point of V,, if A (counting 
multiplicities) has exactly two purely imaginary eigenvalues. If A is not 
regular, we call it a singularity. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that 2 ih are the only pure imaginary eigenvalues 
of AEM,,. Then 
(i) A is a regular point of V, if and only if 
5 (A - iXZ,,)i#O, 
j=l 
(ii) if A is regular, there exists a complex valued dicferentiable (C “) 
function 7 defined on some neighborhood of A (in M,,), say U, such that 
r(A)= ih, and for any B E U, T(B) is an eigenvalue of B, 
(iii) if A is regular, there exists a neighborhood U’ of A such that 
V, n U’ is an (n2 - I)-dimensional smooth surface. 
Proof. Foreach(B,c)EM,XClet~(B,c)=~n(c)=det(B-cZ).TheniX 
is a simple root of the characteristic polynomial cp~ if and only if 
$(iX) = - 2 (A - ihZ,,)i#O; 
j=l 
hence (i) holds, and (ii) is a direct consequence of 
theorem. 
the implicit function 
Suppose that A is regular. Both t + ih and r(A + tZ) are eigenvalues of 
A + tZ which approach iX as t+O. Since A + tZ+A as t+O and since ih is a 
simple eigenvalue of A, it follows that r(A + tZ) = t + ih when t is small 
enough. Thus 
where E is a complementary subspace in M,, of RI = { tZ : t E Z? }, A = F, + toZ 
for some t,E R, FoE E, and n(F, t) =R~T(F+ tZ) for all t E R, FEE such 
that F + tZ E U. Hence by the implicit function theorem there is a neighbor- 
hood W c E with F, E W, and a neighborhood W X _l (for some open interval 
_Z c R) of (F,,, t,), contained in the domain of 9, and such that ( W x J) n 
q-l(O) is the graph of a smooth function : W-+R. Thus (W X J) n n-l(O) is 
an (n” - l)-dimensional smooth surface, and so is its image V under the 
diffeomorphism (F, t) E W X J&F + tZ E M,,. Let U’ denote the image of 
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W X _Z under this diffeomorphism. Then V= V, n U’ is the required neigh- 
borhood of A. n 
REMARKS. 
(i) If A is a singularity of V,, A has at least four purely imaginary 
eigenvalues. Hence if n Q 3, V, has no singularity. 
(ii) Suppose that A E V, is a singularity. Then 
det(A-xZ)=(x2+X2)(x2+p2) 
=x4+ (P+ $)x2+ (Xp)“. 
for some X, ZJ E R. Hence trA = XT= iAj = 0, and if A E cl(DS,), then Aj = uii = 
0 for all /=1,...,4. 
3. B,(DS,) AND THE TRANSVERSALITY 
In this section we study the set Z?,(DS,). Notice that D,,A n V,, #0 for 
each A E Bg(DS,)\det- ‘(0). Suppose that D,,A intersects with V, at a regular 
point, say A. Then V, is smooth in some neighborhood of A and the phrase 
“tangent vectors of V, at AY7 has a definite meaning. Then we say that D,,A_ 
intersects transversally with V, at A^ if fi),i and the tangent space of V at A 
span the whole -space M,,. Since M,, is n2-dimensional and V, is (n”2 - l)- 
dimensional at A, the intersection of D,,A and V,, is nontr;ansversal at A^ if 
and only if fi”i is contained in the tangent plane of V, at A. For the general 
definition of transversality and the related theorems, see [l]. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a regular point of V,, at which D,,A intersects 
with V, transversally. Let U be an open subset of V, containing A. Then 
D,,A cint{B]D,B n U#0}. 
Proof. Let &={B EM,I none of the row vectors of Z? is zero}. Then 
fin is an open set of M,, and includes the set M,\det-‘(0). For each Z3 E 6” 
let ~(B)=(b,/llb,II,...,b,/llb,ll,Ilblll,...,llb,ll), where bi is-the jth row 
vector of B, and ]I * II denotes the Euclidean norm. Then cp : M,+( Snml)n X 
(R +), is a global coordinate system for M,,; CJJ is a diffeomorphism from M, 
to (SnP1)nX(R+)“, where S”-’ denotes the (n - l)-dimensional sphere. 
In these coordinates, the group action is very simple; if q(B) = 
(si ,..., s,,,rI ,..., r,), then q(DB)=(s . . . . s,,.d,,r, ,..., d,,r,) and cp(D,B)= 
(s1, * * . , s,) x (R +),. Hence {B E &,[D,,B n U#0} = rp-l(r-l(~(p(U))), 
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where r denotes the projection (S”-i)” X(R +)~+(Sn-‘)“. To prove the 
theorem, it is sufficient to show that rrq( U) is a neighborhood of TV(A), since 
‘p and rr are continuous. First note that mcp is submersive at A, that is, 
J: LMn+T’(.q (s--ly 
is surjective, where J denotes the Jacobian matrix of 7r”p at A. Since 
the intersection is transversal, then T,& = TA V,, + TA D,,A; hence 
but since 7~9) collapses D,A to one point, then J( TA D,,A) = {O}; therefore 
This implies vrcp[ V, is submersive at A. By [4, pp. 37-381, we can conclude 
that W(U) = (WI V,)( u) . IS a neighborhood of TV(A), proving the theorem. n 
COROLLARY. Suppose that A E B,(DS,)\det-‘(0) and A^ E D,,A n Vn is 
a regular point of V,. Then D,,A intersects nontransversally with V,, at A. 
Proof. Otherwise A lies in an open set missing DS,. n 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that D,,A intersects V,, mntranmersally at a 
regular point fiA having purely imaginary eigenvalues 2 ih. Then the 
(Z?A - ihl),‘s are colinear. Moreover there exists a z E C\ (0) such that 
Im(z(6A - ihZ)J =0 for j = 1,. . . , n. 
Proof. Taking a sufficiently small neighborhood U of 6A, we get the 
differentiable function r : U+C of Theorem 1. Differentiating both sides of 
det(DA-T(DA)Z)=O 
with respect to dii and setting D = 6, we get 
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a7( GA) 
ad, 
=&r(DA) . 
n D=6 
The equation det(DA - ihl) = 0 can be rewritten as 
$, ajk( - l)i+kdet(DA - ihZ)[ k] = ih(DA - ihI),. 
Since D,, A is contained in the tangent plane of V, at DA, and since V, 
coincides with (Rer)-l(O) in some neighborhood of DA, &r(DA)/adii is 
purely imaginary for i = 1,. . . , n. Hence 
i@A-iihZ)t--if 5 (rj,-ihZ)k=O 
k=l 
for some tj E R. Since h # 0, the (DA - ixI)i’s he on a line through 0. q 
In case n =3, the equalities det(DA - iXZ) =O and 
(i= 1,2,3) become 
de&A2trd=0, 
A,+A^,+&-x2=0, 
- zrX( ci,, + c;,) + z2( d, - x2) = 0, 
-Zlh(ci,,+ci,)+z2(A12-h2)=0, 
-zJ(ci,,+ci2,)+z2(&h2)=0, 
Im(z( DA - iXZ)j) = 0 
where A^ = (+) = DA, z = zi + iz2. and z,,z, E R. A little algebra shows that 
deti - (A, + x2 + &) tri = 0, 
z,X& = - z,J, i=l,2,3, 
or, equivalently, 
detA = 2 + g + $ (d,,a,, + d22a22 + daus) 
11 22 33 6) 
z,Xdi;ujj = - z2d,,d,,d,Aj, j=l,2,3. 
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Notice that z,#O. Suppose that aii#O for i = 1,2,3. Then d,= tvAi/aii , 
i = 1,2,3, with t = d - zzd,,d,,d~/zl ; hence we get from (i) 
which plays the key role in [2] and [3]. 
In case n = 4, the equations become 
detd-h2 x d,,+A4=0, 
j<k 
(4 
(iii) 
-@A x $-x2 +2,(Li+A2+i2trA”)=o, 
i#k 
Summing the (4,j)‘s, we get 
j=1....,4. (4% i) 
- 2z,h 2 iik - 2A2 + z2( x Ai - 3A2 trA^) = 0. 
j<k 
Comparing (ii) and (iii) with this, we get 
de& - h4 
- -3 
h 
=z,x%A; 
hence if .z,zs#O we can suppose z,=h3trA, z2=h4-detA, and the (4,j)‘s 
become 
for j=l,...,4. 
If one could carry out the elimination method [9] for the above equa- 
tions, eliminating X, dll,. . . , dM, one could get a polynomial 
f(a llr.. .,a14,a21,. .., 4 
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A * 
such that f = 0 for an A E M4 if there exists D E D, such that A = DA satisfies 
the equations. In other words, one would get a nontrivial polynomial which 
vanishes on B,(DS,)\det-‘(O), since the singularities of V, present little 
problem for n=4 (recall the remark of Theorem 1). On the other hand, we 
shall show in the following section that one can write down equalities, say 
g,=o,..., g, =0, whose solutions cover B,(DS,). Now consider the con- 
nected components of the set 
{ B E M,,]none of g,, . . . ,g,,f vanishes at B }. 
Then DS, is one of these components, or is the union of some of them. Since 
each of these components would be characterized by inequalities of 
g,, . . . I g,, f, then so would DS,. 
But unfortunately, the usual elimination method [9] requires long com- 
putations in this case, and it seems to be practically impossible to carry it 
out. The elimination can probably be done only by a clever method taking 
the peculiarities of the equations into consideration. 
In case n > 5, the singularities of V, would be essential. One would have 
to stratify V, properly and study the transversality to the strata (for the 
definitions, see [6]). Then one could write down equations (with unknown 
dii’s) which characterize BJDS,). But such a study seems likely to be 
ineffective at the present state, since the elimination would require far 
longer computations. 
4. THE SET B,(DS,) 
We need the concept of D-semistability. A semistable matrix is a matrix 
which has no eigenvalue with negative real part. If DA is semistable for 
every D ED,, A is said to be D-semistable. We denote the set of n by n 
D-semistable matrices by DSS,. Clearly DSS, is a closed set (DS, is neither 
closed nor open). If A is D-semistable, then every principal submatrix of A is 
D-semistable. Hence, for any m <n, if one of the m by m principal 
submatrices of A is in B(DSS,), then A is not in intDSS,. 
LEMMA 1. Givei;a an integer v, O<v Gn, let an n by n diagonal matrix 
E, = (e,) be defined by eii = 1 for j <v and eii for j >v. Suppose that 
A~M,,\det-‘(0) and det(A-iE,)=O. Then :I:‘*‘.‘” has purely 
,...,n 1 
imuginu y eigenvalues. 
Proof. There exist vectors x = (xii) and y = ( yj) such that 
Ax= iE,x= y, 
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or equivalently 
x=A-’ 
Yl xi= -iyi if j<u, y/=0 if i>u. 
Hence -iisaneigenvalueofA-’ n 
THEOREM 4. If AE B,(DS,), then at least one n’ by n’ principal 
submatrix of A or of A-’ is contained in B(DSS,) for some n’ <n. 
Proof. I.etF,={DED,ItrD=l} andF,=clF,.Then,foranyAEM,,\ 
det-‘(O), if D,,A n V, is nonempty, so is F,A n V,. Suppose that A E B,(DS,). 
Then we can find a sequence {A ” } m E N which converges to A (note: A m is 
not the mth power of A) such that F,A m n V,, # 0 for each m E N. For each 
m E N, take a D” = (d,,,) E F, such that D”‘A” E V,,. Since-F, is compact, 
the sequence {Dm},EN has at least one cluster point in F,,, and we can 
suppose, by taking a, subsequence, that { D” } mEN converges to a point of & 
say D = (d,). Taking a subsequence again if necessary, we can assume there is 
a purely imaginary eigenvalue ik, with X, >O, of D”‘A m for each m E N 
such that { iL},EN converges to a purely imaginary eigenvalue of DA, say 
ix. Since A EDS,, D E F,\F,. We can suppose without loss of any generality 
that there exists an integer w, with 1 < w <n, such that dii = 0 for i Q w and 
d,,>O for w<j<n. If A#O, then 
@A)[ ;;:::::]=D[ ;::::;;]A[ ::::::;] 
has the eigenvalue ix. In this case A i’ ““w 
[ 1 belongs to B(DSS,_,), since ,...,W 
So we can assume that h=O. By taking subsequences and by permuting the 
rows and columns of A, we may assume the following without loss of any 
generality: there exist integers u and u such that 
+some L E (0,w) if u<j<v, 
+ca if u<i<n. 
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Let n by n diagonal matrices Em = (d,.,,), Z? = (&), and E, = ( eii) be 
defined by 
qnI = I/L if j<u, 
i$ = l/d,,, if v<j<n, 
$=limd,,,/A,,, if i<v, 
$ = 1 if v<j<n, 
eii= 1 if j<v, 
eii = 0 if v<i<n. 
Since det(Dm(DmA m - i)hZ)) = 0 for every m, we get det(Z?A) - iE,) = 0. 
Suppose at first u - 0. Then Z?ED,,. If v=O also, then E,=O and this 
implies detA = 0, but this contradicts the that A E B(DS,). So we 
assume that O<v<n. By Lemma 1, 1 has purely imag- 
inary eigenvalues. Since 
then a principal submatrix of A -I z z i7 * * ’ ‘z 1 is contained in B(DSS,). 
Next, suppose that u > 0. Notice that’““’ 
O=det(sA- iE,) 
=(-i)Udet (CA) 
( [ :::::::I-iq :::::::I)* 
Assume that u = v. Then 
E, ;,..v~ =O, 
[ 1 ,...,u 
,, l,...,t‘ and since D 
[ 1 ED 1 ,...,U n--u, 
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This implies 
A :~-~u, [ 1 E B(DSS,_,). ,*.., 
Assume that 
u<v and detA 
Then by Lemma 1, 
has purely imaginary eigenvalues. Hence 
(A[ ::::: ::I) -l~B(DSS,_U), 
and this is equivalent to 
EB(DSS,_,). 
143 
REMARK. Since B(DS,,), n’ < 3, has been characterized completely, one 
can write down (nontrivial) inequalities such that the union of their solutions 
covers B(DDS,.) f or n’ < 3. Hence by this theorem, one can also write down 
(nontrivial) equalities, say g, = 0,. . . , g, = 0, for B,(DS,). 
5. D-STABILITY OF A + tZ 
Throughout this section we concern ourselves with 4 by 4 matrices. 
Let TA= {O<t(A+ tZ @DS,} and let t,=infT,. Set 
L={AJt,=cc}, 
L,={AJO<t,<wandt,ET,}, 
Lb={AJO<tA<coandt,@TT,}. 
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Clearly DS, is disjoint union of L, L,, &. We show that L, is empty. To 
prove this, we need 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that A E B,(DS,) is a regulur point of V,. Let + ix 
be the purely imaginary eigenvalues of A. Then Re(A - ihI)i is not positive 
for j=l,...,4. 
Proof. Clearly detA > 0 and all principal minors, A,, . . . , A,, A,,, . . . , 
A,,, all, . . . , ati, are nonnegative. Suppose that one of the Re(A - 
ihI),, . . . , Re(A - iXZ),, for instance Re(A- ihl),, is positive. Let E = A, - 
X’(a,, + a= + as). Then E = Re(A - ihl), > 0. Now consider the polynomial 
in x 
det(A[ :]+rr)=13+(~~~+a,+a,)P 
+(A,,+A,+A,)x+A,. 
Since A i 
[ 1 is (positive) semistable, all the roots of the polynomial have 
nonpositive real parts. Now the Routh-Hurwitz conditions [5, p. 1951 say that 
if all the roots of a polynomial 
a0x3 + a1x2 + a,x + a3 
have negative real parts, then 
Then by continuity, if all the roots have nonpositive real parts, 
det zi 2 > 0. 
[ 1 
Thus 
(a,,+a,+a,)(A,,+A,+A,)>A, =A2(a,,+a,+u,)+e. 
Clearly, a,, + a22 + a3 = 0 implies a contradiction. Dividing the both sides of 
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the above by a,, + ug2 + a,, we get 
2 
A,+b,+A,~X + a 
E 
+a +a . 
11 22 33 
Since A E B,(DS,) and A is contained in V,, as a regular point, A satisfies the 
equation (4,j) of Sec. 3. If zlzz=O, then either A,,+ Am+AM-h2 or 
A, - X2(a,, + u22 + u& equals zero. But this contradicts the above inequali- 
ties. Thus A satisfies the equation (4, j)’ of Sec. 3. Setting j = 4, 
Then 
> A4trA 
& 
a11 + a22 + %3 
> X4& 
but this implies that detA < 0, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that A E B,(DS,) n V, and trA > 0. Let + ih be the 
purely imaginary eigenvulues of A. Then, fm each j = 1,. . . ,4, (A - 
ihZ),/Ei, l(A - ihl), is a nonnegative real number, and at leust one is 
positive. 
Proof By Remark (ii) of Sec. 2, A is a regular point of V,. Hence 
Z”,, l(A - ihl), is nonzero by Theorem 1, and the term 
(A - ihI), 
i (A-ihZ)k 
k=l 
is well defined. According to Theorem 3 and Corollary of Theorem 2, the 
(A - ihZ),‘s are collinear. Hence, except for the case that 
Re 
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the assertion follows from Lemma 2. Suppose that 
Re 
Then a little algebra shows that this can be rewritten as 
$ Ai-3X’trA =O. 
i=l 
On the other hand 
2 A,-h’trA=O, 
j=l 
since Im(det(A - iM)) = 0 and A #O. Hence trA = 0; but this contradicts the 
assumption. n 
THEOREM 5. La is empty. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a 4 by 4 D-stable matrix 
B such that D(B + t,Z) E V, for some to > 0 and some D E D4, and such that 
B+ tZEDS, for any O<t<t,. Let A = D(B + t,,Z). Since B is D-stable, 
trA > 0. Then detA # 0 and A is a regular point of V, by Remark (ii) of Sec. 
2. Let 2 ih be the purely imaginary eigenvalues of A. Consider the function 
T of Theorem 1. Then we get 
det(A - ED- T(A - .cD)Z) =O, 
T(A) = ix, 
for sufficiently small E. Differentiating the above with respect to E at E = 0, 
we get 
- i (A-ihZ),&- i (A-ihl),$(O)=O, 
i=l k=l 
where 
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that A EB,(DS,)~ V, and trA >O. Then by Lemma 3 each (A - 
ihI)~/~~,,(A - ihI), is nonnegative and at least one is positive. Hence 
g(o) is a negative real number. This implies that A - ED has at least one 
eigenvalue with negative real part provided E is a sufficiently small positive 
number. But this contradicts the assumption that B + tI EDS, for any 
o<t<t,. n 
On the other hand Lb is nonempty. 
THEOREM 6. For each B = ( bik) E MS, let 
f(B)=(m + m + ~)e-IdetBl. 
Suppose that A Eint DS,. If A is contained in Lb, then 
4 =0 
for some 1 < i < 4 and some positive to 
Proof. Since A E int DS,, each WI by m principal submatrix, m <4, 
belongs to int DS,. Hence all principal minors of A are positive. Moreover, 
all principal minors of A + tZ are positive for all t > 0. Suppose that A E &. 
Then A + tAZ E B,(DS,). By Theorem 4, at least one principal submatrix of 
A + tAI or of (A + tAI)-’ belongs to B(DSS,) for some m <4. It follows from 
Theorem 3.5 of [2] that if B E B(DSS,), then 
(i) one of the principal minors of B is zero, or 
(ii) f(B) =O. 
According to the equation (33) of [5, p. 211 which relates the minors of a 
matrix to those of its inverse, all principal minors of A + t,,Z and (A + t,,Z)-’ 
are positive. Hence 
or 
f((A+t,l)[ ;I)=@ 
=O. 
Since A 1. 
4 [‘I) 1 
is positive and f is an increasing function of t, the former 
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4 (A+t,Z)-' ; [ I) =0 
forsomej,j=l,..., 4. H 
A little algebra using the equation (33) of [5, p. 211 shows, for instance, 
that, 
f(A-l[ :I)=0 
is equivalent to 
(m +m + ~~)2-a,detA=0, 
so 
A+t,Z)-' 2 
[ I) 
=0 
is equivalent to g( to) = 0, where 
dt)=(m + \/A,,A,,, +~)2-(a,+t)detA,=OT 
and 
A, = A + tZ. 
Given a matrix A E int DS,, it is rather easy to decide numerically whether or 
not the function g(t) takes zero with t > 0. 
EXAMPLE. 
100 70 
A= -400 100 
-400 -400 100 280 
1 1 1 4 
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Proof Simple calculations show that 
detA = 108,000, 
A,=A,=As=3600, A, = 18,640,000, 
A,, = A, = A,, = 120 
A,, = A, = A, = 38,000. 
We check that A EDS,. It is enough to show that DA is stable provided 
D=(d,,)ED, and &=l. 
Set 
~3 = G22dm 
Then 
trDA=lOOs,+4, 
x (DA)+ = 38,000~~ + =Os,, 
i<k 
2 (DA)i ~3600~2 + 1,840,000~,, 
detA = 108,OOOs,. 
Now a 4 by 4 matrix B is stable if and only if the following Routh- 
Hurwitz criteria are satisfied: 
a1 a3 0 
a,>(), 
a1 a3 
I I a0 a2 
>o, a0 a2 a4 >o, 
0 a1 a3 
where ui is the (n - j)th order coefficient of the characteristic polynomial 
det(B + XI). Suppose that a, > 0, u2 > 0, a3 > 0, and u4 > 0. Then B is stable if 
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and only if 
or equivalently, 
trBx BjkzBi- 
i>k 1 
Now we check the stability of DA. It is sufficient to show that 
trDA x (DA)fkz (DA)!-( x (DA)i)z-(trDA)2detDA>0. (ii) 
i>k i i 
Substituting into (ii), we get 
(ii) = 70,832,000,000,000 sis2s3 - 347,449,600,000,000 83” 
+ 1,728,OOO sls2 - 1,728,OOO s3 
+ a polynomial in sl, sa, s, with positive coefficients 
> (70,832,000,000,000 sls2 -347,449,600,000,000 s3)s3 
+ 1,728,000( slsz - s3) 
>O, 
by the inequality that sls2 > 9s,. Therefore A is D-stable. 
Next we show that A + Z is not D-stable. Let B = A + 1. By simple 
calculations, 
(B,+ B,+ B3)(B12+B23+B13)- b, det B= -9,226,200. 
A GEOMETRIC STUDY OF THE D-STABILITY PROBLEM 
Let D = diag(q e, E, 1). Then 
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trDB x (DB)+z (DB)i-( x (DB),)‘--(trDB)‘detDB 
j<k i i 
=b,[(B,z+B,+B13)(B1+B2+B3)-b44detB]~3+o(~3) 
= -46,131,0W~~+o(~~). 
This is negative provided that E is sufficiently small. So DB does not satisfy 
the Routh-Hurwitz criterion; hence B is not D-stable. Therefore A + I is not 
D-stable and A E Lb, since L, = 0. n 
1 would like to thank Professor Hiroshi Noguchi for his kind advice. 
Thanks are also due to Mr. Osamu Ichioka, who introduced me to this 
problem. 
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